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Abstract, The toughness of a graph G is defined as the largest real number: t such that deletion 
of any s points from 6 results in a graph which is either connected or elst: has at most s/t com- 
ponents. Clearly, every hamiltonian graph is l-tough. Conversely, we conjecture that for some 
to, ewry to-tough graph is hamiltonian. Since a square of a k-connectc;d graph is always k- 
tough., aproof of this conjecture with to = 2 would imply Fleischner’s thec,rem (the square of 
a block is hamiltonian). We construct zn infinite family of (3/2)-tough nonhamiltonian graphs. 
I). Introduction 
In this paper, we introduce a new invariant for graph:;. Ijt measures in 
a simple way how tightly various pieces of a graph ‘hold together; there- 
fore we call it toughness. Our central point is to indicate the importance 
of toughness for the existence of hamiltonian circuits. Every hamiltoni- 
an graph is necessarily l-tough. On the other hand, we conjecture that 
every graph that is more than f- tough is necessarily hamiltonian. This 
conjecture, if true, would‘strengthen recent results of Fleischner 
concerning hamiltonian properties of squares of blocks. 
I am indebted to Professor Jack Edmonds and Professor C. St. J.A. 
Nash-Williams for stimulating discussions and constant encouragement 
during my work on this pc,per. 
We follow Harary’s not ation and terminology [ 111 with m inor modi- 
fications. First of all, by a subgraph we always mean a spanning sub- 
graph. Accordingly, G C AI means that G is a spanning su.Jgraph of 1K As 
in [ 111, p(G) denotes the number of points, k(G) the ra mm1 ber of com- 
* Original version received 20 Decembeq l971; i&vised version received 29 June 1972. 
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ponents, K( G ) the point-connectivity, h( G ) the line-connectivity and 
p,,(G) the point-independence number of a graph G. By a point-cutset 
(resp. line-cutset) in G we mean a set S of points (resp. a set X of lines) 
of G whose removal results in a disconnected graph, i.e., for which 
k(G - S) > 1 (resp. k(G --X) > 1). 
Let G be a graph and t a real number such that the implication 
k(G - S) > 1 =+ ISI 3 t l k(G - S) holds for each set S of points of G. 
Then G will be said to be t-tough. Obviously, a t-tough graph is s-tough 
for all s C t. If G is not complete, then there is a largest  such that G is 
t-tough; this t will be called the toughness of G and denoted by t(G). 
On the other hand, a complete graph contains no point-cutset and so it 
is t-tough for every t.. Acaxdingly, we set t( K,) = + = for every ye. 
Adopting the convention min @ = + 00, we can write 
t(G) = min ISl/k(G -S), 
where S ranges over all point.-cutsets of G. 
Using the obv3us implication G c H * k(G) 2 k(H) and the defini- 
tion of toughness we arrive at: 
Proposition 1.1. G c H * t(G) < t(H). 
T J toughness il; a nondecreasing invariant whose values range from 
zero L. infinity. A graph G is disconnected if and only if (t(G) = 0; G is 
canaplete if and only if t(G) = + ~1. 
For every point-&set S of G, we have 1 SI 2 K(G) and k(G - S) < 
&,(G)‘. Using ( l), we readily obtain: 
If G is not complete (i.e., K G p(G) - 2), then G has at least one point- 
cutset. Substituting the smallest point-cutset S of G into the right&and 
s’rde of ( l), we derive: 
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Proposition 1.3. If G is not complete. then t < a K. 
Similarly, taking S to be the 
of points of G, we deduce: 
comple,nent of a largest independent set 
Proposition 1.4. If G is not complete, then t < (,p - &)/&, . 
If G = Km,n with m < n, then obviously K(G) = m, PO(G) = n and 
p(G) = m + n. Combining Propositions 1.2 and 1.4, we obtain: 
Proposition 1.5. m < n * t(Qn) = m/n. 
Hence the equality in Propositions 1.2, 1.4 can be attained. In order 
to show that the equality in Proposition 1.3 can be attained #I well, we 
1 
shall prove: 
Theorem 1.6. t(K, X K,) = i(m + n) - 1 (m, n 33 2). 
Proof0 Let S be a point-cutset of G = K, X Kn minimizing 1 SI /k(G - S); 
let US set k = k(G - S). Then S is necessarily minimal with respect o the 
property k(G - S) = k. The point-set of G will be written as V X W with 
I VI = m, I @‘I = II, From the minimahty of S, we easily conclude that the 
point-set of the j’h component of G .- s is Vx X !I$ with V’C W and 
W” C W. Moreover, Vi n V’ = 0 and Mji n Wi L 0 whenever i # j. Thus, we 
have 
k 
(2) ISI = mn- C m,Yli, 
i=l 
where mi = 1 Vi 1 and yti = 1 Wi I for each i = 1,2, . . . . k. The right-hand side 
of (2) is minimized by ml = m2 = .*. = mk_l = 1, ?nk = m - k + 1 and 
nl=n;!=...=nk_~=~!,nk=n- k+ 1. Hence 
~Sprw~-(k- 1)-+x--k+ l)(n-k+ 1) 
= (k-l)(m+n-k:), 
and so 
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The opposite inequality follows from Proposition 1.3 as C is ri2gular of 
degree m + n - 2. 
Propojsitions 1.2 and 1.3 indicate a relationship between toughness 
and connectivity. Another indication of this relationship is given by: 
Theorem 1.7, t(G21 >, K(G). 
Proof. Let G be a graph with connectivity K and let S be a point-cutset 
in G2. Let Vt , V2, . . . . Vm be the point-sets of components of G2 - S. 
For each point u’ E S and each i = 1,2, . . . . m, we set u E Si if and only if 
there is a point u E Vi adjacent o u in G. Obviously, each Si is a point- 
cutset of G (it separates Vi from the rest of G ). Hence 
(3 lSil>Kforeachi= 1,2,...,m. 
Moreover, each u E S belongs to at most one Si. Otherwise there would 
be points ui E Vi and ui E V’ with i #i such that u is adjacent in G to 
both Vi and ui. Consc%quently, hepoints Vi and uj would be adjacent in 
G2, contradicting the fact that they belong to distinct components of 
G2 - S. ‘Thus we have 
(4) i#j*SiflSj=@. 
Combining (3) and (4) we have 
Since S was a? arbitrary set with k(G* - S) > 1, G” is K-tough, which is 
the desired result. 
Corollary 1.8. irfm is a positive integer and n = 29, then t (Gn) 2 $uc(G). 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on m. The calse m = 1 is equivalent 
to Theorem 1.7. Next, if t(Gn) = +=, then t(Gzn) := +W If t(Gpj) < +m, 
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then by Theorem 1.7 and Proposition 1.3 we have 
t(G2n) 3 K(Gn) 2 2t(P) 9 
which is the induction step from WB to m + 1. 
Let us note that the inequality t(G”) 2 $uc(G) d.oes not hold in gen- 
eral. The graph G in Fig. 1 is l-connected but its cube G3 = K4 + E3 is 
not i-tough. Actually, &(G 3, = 3; using Proposition 1.4, we conclude 
that t(Gs)l< 3. 
Fig. 1. 
2. Toughness and hamiltonian graphs 
It is easy to see that every cycle is l-tough. This observation and 
Proposition 1.1 imply 
Fmposltion 2.1. Every hamiltonian graph is l-tough. 
Unfortunately, the converse of Proposition 2.1 holds for graphs with 
at most six points only. The nonhamiltonian graph H in Fig. 2 is l-tough. 
Let us note that H is a square of the graph G ;n Fig. 1; as K(G) = 1 I
Theorem 1.6 yields t fH) >, 1. Nevertheless, the graphs which are not f- 
tough do play a special role among nonhamiltonian grrephs. Let us say 
that a graph G is degree-majorized by a graph H if there is a one-to-one 
correspondence f between the points of G and those of H such that, for 
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Fig. 2. 
each point u of G, the degree of u in G does not exceed the de;gree of
f(u) in H Recently, I: proved that every nonhamiltonian graph is degree- 
majorized by a graph which is not l-tough [5] (in fact, by 
(K, u Kp_2m ) + Km with ai suitable m < lp). This is a strengthening of
previous results due to Dirac [ 71, P&a [ 14] and Bondy [ I]. 
Mow let us return to our Proposition 2.1. Even though its converse 
does not hold, one may wonder what additional conditions placed upon 
a l-tough graph G would imply the existence of a hamiltonian cycle in 
G. As in our next conjecture, such conditions may have the flavour of 
Ramsey’s theorem. 
Conjecture 2.2. If G is I-twgh, then either G is hamiltonian or its com- 
plement c contains the graph F in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. 
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If this conjecture is true, then it is best possible in the sense that a 
replacement of F by any other graph F’ results in a conjecture which is 
either weaker or false. To show this, it is sufficient t,3 observe that the 
complement fl of the nonhamiltonian l-tough graph H in Fig. 2 consists 
of the graph r” with an added isolated point. 
As every l-tough graph is 2-connected (:see Proposition 1.3), our Pro- 
position 2.1 is a strengthening of the obvious implic:J:tion. 
(5) G is hamiltonian =+ K(G) > 2. 
Even a weakened converse of (S), i.e. the implication 
K(G) > tco * G is hamiltonian, 
does not hold. Indeed, the complete bipartite graphs% Km,, with m ,< n 
are m-connected but not l-tough (and therefore not hamiltonian) - see 
Proposition 1.5. However, it may well be that such a weakened converse 
of Proposition 2.1 holds. 
Conjecture 2.3. There exists to such that every to-tough graph is hamil- 
tonian. 
It was cozzjectured independently by Nash-Williams [ 121 and Rum- 
mer [ 11, p. 4591 that the square of every block (i.e., 2-connectt:d graph) 
is hamiltoni.sn. This has been proved only recently by Fleischier 191. 
Theorem 1.7 implies that the square of every block is 2-tough.. ‘Thus 
a proof of Conjecture 2.3 with to = 2 would yield a strengthening of 
Fleischner’s theorem. Actually, to strengthen Fleischner’s theore:m, it
would suffice to prove the slightly weaker conjecture stated belo\c’. To 
formulate this one, we need the notion of a neighbo,rhood-conwcted 
graph. This is a graph G such that the neighborhood of each point of G 
induces a connected subgraph of G. It is e:asy to see that the square of 
every graph is neighborhood-connected. 
Conjecture 2.4. Every 2-tough neighborhood-connet ted graph is inamil- 
tonian. 
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In Section 5, we shall construct $toug : I r-d! r:~ ;Itonian graphs. The 
strongest form of Conjecture 2.3 for which 1 ‘to know any counter- 
example is the following: 
Conjecture 2.5. Every t-tough graph with z > 1 i,! hamiltonian. 
This conjecture is certain!y valid for planar gr qhs. Indeed, eV.rery t- 
tough graph with t > 5 is 4-connected (Proposition 1.3) and by Tutte’s 
theorem [ 161, every 4-connected plantar graph is ‘namiltonian. By the 
theorem of Watkins and M esner [ 17], every t-tough graph with t > 1 is 
3-cyclable (that is, every three points lie on a dcmmon cycle). 
Recently, it has been proved chat every graph with K 2 PO is hamilto- 
nian [ 61. Propositions 2.1 ~3 1.2 show how to re.late this theorem to 
our concept of toughness. By I?roposition 1.2, ail graphs atisfy either 
K&?~ G t < 1 or K/&, < 11 < t or 1 < K/& G k. By Proposi:ion 2.1, graphs 
of the first kind are nonhamiltonian and, by the result of [6], graphs 
of the third kind are hamiltoniian. 
There may also be ;1 relation between toughness and the concept of 
pancyclic graphs (i.e., graphs containing cycles of every length I, 
3 G I < p) introduced and studied in [ 21. Actually, one can make 
Conjecture 2.0,~ There exists tO such that every to-tough graph is pan- 
cyclic. 
3. Toughness and k-factors 
Conjecture 3.1. Let G be a graph with p vertices and let k be a positive 
integer such that G is k-t.ough and kp is even. Then G has a k-factor. 
t follows from Tutte’s matching theorem [ 151 that Conjecture 3.1 
is vaJid with k = 1. 
If Conjecture 2.5 is true, then every graph that is more than $tough 
has a 2-factor. Actually,, I even do not know any counterexample to the 
following: 1 
Conjecture 3.2. Every i-tough ,kraph has a 2-factor. 
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If this conjecture is true, then it is certainly the best possible as the 
following set of examples hows. 
Theorem 3.3. Given any t < i, there is a t-tough graph having CO 2-factor. 
Proof. Let t < 9 be given. Then there is a positive integer n such that 
3n/(2n I- 1) > t. Take pairwise disjoint sets S = {sr, s2, . . . . s, }, T= 
01, t2,..., tZle+l),R = {r1,r2, . . . . r2n+ 1 ), join each Si to all the other 
points and each J*i to every other rj as well as to the point ti wirh the 
same subscript i. Call the resulting raph H. (If n = 1, we obtain the graph 
H in Fig. 2.) 
Let W be a point-cutset in Al which minimizes 1 WI /k(H- Wj. Let 
k = k(H - IV) and m = 1 W n R I. Obviously, W is a minimal set whose re- 
moval from H results in a graph with k components. As W is a cutset, we 
have S 1~ W and m > 1. From the minimality of W we then easily con- 
cludethatTfW=~andm~2n.ThenwehavelWl=n+mand 
k(H- W) = m + 1. Hence 
t(H) = 
WI . n+m -_ = 
k(H- IV) l$33n m = 
Ibz >t 
2n+1 l 
It is :straightforward to see that H has no 2-factor. Indeed, Bt:t us as- 
sume the contrary, i.e., let F c H be regular of degree 2. Let US denote 
by X the set of lines of F having at least one endpoint in T. SiElce T is 
independent, we have 1X1 = 2 I TI. On the other hand, there are at most 
2 I SI lines in X having one endpoint in S and at most 1 R I linev in X hav- 
ing one endpoint in R. Thus 
which is a contradiction. 
4. Line-toughness 
Looking at our definition of toughness from a merely formal point 
of view, one could wonder why we did not define a line-:ougJ ness 
t*(G) of G by 
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s*(G) = min .[lXl/ k(G--XII, 
where X ranges over all the line-cutsets of G. The answer is given by the 
following theorem; line-toughness i  exactly one half of line-connectivity. 
Theorem 4.1. t* = 3X. 
Proof. Let G be a graph with line-connectivity X. Then there is a line- 
cutset X’, of G with IX, I= X and we have 
t*(G)< IXol/k(G-Xo)~ +A. 
On the other hand, let X be a line-cutset of G minimizing 
IX~/k(G-X).LetthecomponentsofG-XbeH~,Mz,...,Hk.For 
each i = I., 2, . . . . k, let us denote by Xi the set of lines in X having an 
endpoint in IIi. Obviously, each Xi is a line-cutset of G and SO we have 
IXi I 2 X for each i = II, 2, . . . . k. 
Moreover, X is a minimal ine-cutset of G whose removal results in a 
graph with k components. Hence no line in X has both endpoints in the 
same Wi and so we have 
or 
t*(G)= 1X1/k> $X, 
5. Toughness of inflations 
Let If be an arbitrary graph. By the inflation G* of G we mean the 
graph whose points are all ordered pairs (u, x), where x is a line of G and 
u is an endpoint of x; two points of G* are adjacent if they differ in ex- 
actly one coordinate. 
Theorm 5.1. Let G be an arbitrary graph without isolated points and 
G* its inj7ation. If G f K2, rherr t(G*) = $.(C) and K(P) = X(P) = h(G)> 
Proof. Let S be a point-cutset of G* minimizing IS I /k (G” - S) ; szt 
k = k(G* - s). Obviously, S is a minimal set whose removal from G* 
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yields a graph with at least k components. From this we easily conclude 
that for each line x of G, S contains at most one point (u, x) of G? De- 
noting by X the set of all the lines x of G with (u, xl E S for :&me lx, we 
then have 1x1 = ISI. If two points (u, x), (u, y) of G*’ belong to distinct 
components of G* - S, then necessarily u# u and u, u belong to distinct 
components of G - X., Hence k(G - X) > k(G* - S) and Theorem 4.1 
im plie s 
t(G*) = ISl/k(G* - S)l% IXl/k(G- X) > t*(G:, = +X(G). 
Next, if G # A;, then G* is not complete and so, by Proposition 1.3, 
t(G*) < ; K (G*). By Whitney’s inequality [ 181, K (G*) < ‘h(G*). More- 
over, there is a natural one-to-one mapping f frorx the line-set of G into 
the line-set of G*. If X is a cutset of G then f(X) is a cutset of G*. 
Hence X(G*) < h(G) ;tnd we have 
(7) t(G*) < + K (G*) < $h(G*) < $X(G). 
Combining (6) and (7), we ubtain the desired result. 
It is quite easy to see that a hamiltonian cirAt in G* induces a closed 
spanning trail in G and vice versa. Hence we have: 
Proposition 5.2. G* is hamiltonian if and only if G has an eulerian :;pan- 
ning nibgraph. 
This proposition and Theorem 5.1 yield: 
Cabrollary 9.3. Let G be a cubic nonhamiltonian graph with X(G) = 3. 
Then its inflation G* is a cubic nonhamiltonian graph wit,h t (G*) = $ 
and A(G*) k 3. 
Indeed, the inflation of a regular graph of degree n is a regular graph 
of degree n. Moreover, ai, eulerian spanning subgraplh of ;L cubic graph 
is necessarily ahamiltonian cycle. 
In particular, denoting by GO the Petersen graph and srbttiqg Gk,_l == 
Gg we, obtain an infinite family G,, G,, . . . of cubic nonhsmiltonian 
$ l tou&h graphs. The Petersen graph GO is not $4ou&; ont can show 
that d(G,-J = $. In the next section, we will prove that the number of 
pcjints of any i-tough cubic graph G with G # K,, is divk ible by sir:. 
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6. Toughness of regular graphs 
Let G be a regular graph of degree n with p points, where p > ra + 1 
(so that G is not complete). Then K(G) < n and. by Proposition 1.3, 
t(lG) 6 in. One may ask for which choice of n and p the equality 
t(G) = f rt can be attained. If YZ is even, then every p works. Indeed, it is 
easy to see that the graph CP nl2 is in-tough. Now, let n be odd and grea- 
ter than one; then the situation is different. 
We already have two methods for constructing $-tough regular graphs 
of degree n. Firstly, if p = rs with r + s - 2 = IZ, then the graph Kr X KS 
with p points is regular of degree n and in-tough (see Theorem 1.6). 
Secondly, if p = nk for an even integer k 2 n + 1, then there is a regular 
graph H of degree n with k points and h(H) = n (the existence of H fol- 
lows from [ 81 or [4] ). Its inflation H%’ has p points, is regular of degree 
n and in- tough (see Theorem 5.1). 
However, it seems likely that for p sufficiently large and not divisible 
by n there is no graph G with 63 points which is regular of degree ti anti 
3 n-tough. We will prove this for n = 3 and ieave the cases n 2 5 open. 
Let 1~:s call a coloring of G balanced if all of its color classes have the 
same size: otherwise the coloring is unbalarved. 
TIpwrem 6.1. No cubic i-tough graph adm ts ay1 unbalamed 3-mloring. 
Proof. LeP: G be a cubic G-tough graph and i et the point-set of G be pz r- 
titioned into color classes R, S, T with 
(8) riRlGlS(<IT(. 
Let 1R 1 ble as small as possible. Then each u E R is adjacent o some 
uES(otherwiseR* =R- (u), S” =S~(u}andP=Twouldbecolor 
classes with l R* l < 1 R 1) and similarly, each u E R is adjacent o some 
u E T. IIznce there is a partition R =: R, U & such that each u E Rs is 
adjacent o exactly one point in S and each u E RT is adjacent o exactly 
one point in T. Obviously, the subgraph of G induced by S v R, has 
exa.ctly 1 S 1 components. Thus, 
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and s imilaxly 
k(G-(Su RS))= {TI. 
We have ISI 2 2 (otherwise (8) implies I R u SI ,< 2, which is impos- 
sible since each point in T is adjacent o three points in R u S) and by 




Adding these two inequalities we obtain lR I + I SI + I TI 2 f (I St f 1 TJ) 
or I& F 2 i( IsI + I ?‘I) which together with (8) implies IR I = Isi = I TI. 
Corol..ary 6.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a cubic :-tough graph with p points is that either p = 4 OJ p is divisible 
by six. 
Indeed, K4 and K, X K, are i-tough and we c:ln construct cubic 
$-tougltm graphs with 6k points (k > 1) by inflations as described above. 
On the other hand, let G be a cubic t-tough graph with more than four 
poin’s. Obviously, the number p of points of G must be even. By Brooks’ 
theorem [31, G admits a 3-coloring. By Theorem 5.4, this 3-coloring 
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